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CASE STUDY: STADIUM

Xtreme Media’s Rigel Plus 
Series LED Displays Illuminate 
Mohali Stadium

Converting Mohali Stadium into a high-tech sporting arena with Rigel Plus Screens
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Xtreme Media allows viewers to level-up their sporting experi-
ences with the installation of Rigel Plus Screens that come 
with key features like: 

• High brightness levels for daytime operation and viewing all 
details sharply.

• Lightweight die-cast aluminum cabinets that help during instal-
lation, making it very easy to put them in place.

• Weatherproof and resilient IP65-rated displays to tolerate harsh 
environmental conditions.

Complementing this, Xtreme Media’s Vigilant IoT monitoring 
technology takes the centre stage as it continuously monitors the 
health of displays. As claimed by the Xtreme Media’s team, this 
proactive approach not only offers the clients peace of mind but 
also empowers them with the ability to assess and manage their 

The case study highlights Xtreme Media’s 
unwavering commitment to excellence 
through the successful installation of two 
impressive LED scoreboards at Mohali Sta-
dium, featuring the Rigel Plus Series LED 
Displays. Xtreme Media’s team shares the 
case study with AV-ICN Expo Magazine to 
elucidate the installation in detail.
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displays independently, eliminating the 
need for third-party intervention.

Engaging with audiences 
through vivid visuals

These Rigel Plus LED displays have 
proven to be optimal not just during night 
but equally effective during daylight hours 
as well. The product’s enhanced daytime 
visibility ensures that audiences enjoy an 
engaging and vivid experience, making it a 
versatile choice for the venue.

Facing challenges and over-
coming them

Xtreme Media was met with various dif-

ficulties during the installation, the height 
being the main concern. The installation 
had to be done at the height of more 
than 12 storey building during the windy 
weather. Yet, Xtreme Media’s service 
team did not deviate from their goal and 
managed to have a seamless installation 
despite poor weather conditions.

Installation’s success within 
stipulated timeline

Within two full days, Xtreme Media’s 
team physically mounted both screens at 
Mohali stadium to completion. The team 
maintained high level of precision and did 
not compromise on quality despite being 
allotted a shorter timeframe to complete 
the installation.

Client’s impression
Xtreme Media was exceptionally efficient 

in reaching their targets and finishing the 
scoreboard unit installation within the 
scheduled time. The client was overjoyed 
with this successful completion of the 
project. 

It was apparent that Xtreme Media’s 
team paid close attention to every detail 

and had a strong focus on quality in ev-
erything they did. Rigel Plus screens, with 
their lightweight design and wide viewing 
brightness, made the stadium different 
from others and made it one of the best 
sports venues with splendid visual appeal. 
The outcome was not only met with cli-
ent expectations, but also excelled their 
predictions.

Conclusion
Xtreme Media has upgraded the entire 

setup of the Mohali stadium by sticking to 
its uncompromised standards of quality, 
unique technologies, and skilled service 
team, ensuring to provide the client with 
what they wanted.

Product Description 
• LED Display Series - Rigel Plus
• Pixel Pitch (mm) - 10mm
• Quantity – 2
• Screen Size - 17m X 5.8m & 7.7m 

X 5.8m
• Screen Resolution – 1728 x 576 & 

768 x 576

Xtreme Media’s Vigilant 
IoT monitoring technology 
takes the centre stage as 
it continuously monitors 
the health of displays.
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